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I. INTRODUCTION412

The existence of dark matter in the Universe, pro-413

posed by Jan Oort [1] and Fritz Zwicky [2, 3] in414

the 1930s, is commonly accepted as the explanation415

of many astrophysical and cosmological phenomena,416

ranging from internal motions of galaxies [4] to the417

large scale inhomogeneities in the cosmic microwave418

background radiation [5] and the dynamics of collid-419

ing galaxy clusters [6]. It is accepted today in the420

scientific community that roughly 85% of the mat-421

ter in the universe is in some non-baryonic form that422

neither emits nor absorbs electromagnetic radiation.423

Alternatives, such as theories involving modifica-424

tions to Einstein’s theory of gravity, have not been425

able to explain the observations across all scales. A426

favored hypothesis that explains these observations427

is that dark matter is made of weakly interacting428

massive particles (WIMPs), heavy enough to have429

been in non-relativistic motion when they decoupled430

from the hot particle plasma in the early stages of431

the expansion of the Universe. However, no such432

particles exist in the Standard Model [7, 8] and none433

have been directly observed at particle accelerators434

or elsewhere. Hence the nature of the dark matter435

remains unknown.436

While the Standard Model of particle physics does437

not include a viable dark matter candidate, sev-438

eral models of physics beyond the Standard Model439

(e.g., supersymmetry [11–15] with R-parity conser-440

vation) do propose the existence of WIMPs. Thus,441

besides accounting for the dark matter in the uni-442

verse, the discovery of WIMPs would give observa-443

tional evidence for new physics beyond the Standard444

Model, paving the way for a new “Particle Physics445

Paradigm”.446

There are three broad classes of WIMP searches:447

direct detection in shielded underground detectors;448

indirect detection with satellites, balloons, and449

ground-based telescopes looking for signals of dark450

matter annihilation; and detection at particle col-451

liders where dark matter particles may be directly452

produced in high-energy collisions.453

The search for dark matter at the Large Hadron454

Collider (LHC) has recently entered a particularly455

interesting era, with the Run II collision energy456

reaching 13TeV/c

2 in the center of mass. At the457

LHC, the ATLAS and CMS experiments search for458

dark matter particles pair produced in pp collisions.459

A hard jet emitted as initial state radiation provides460

the trigger, and a large visible momentum imbalance461

betrays the unseen stable particle.462

Dark matter WIMP searches are among the key463

goals of both ATLAS and CMS. The range of dark464

matter particle masses accessible at the LHC is lim-465

ited by the total center of mass energy, which at466

13TeV/c

2 results in decreasing sensitivity for WIMP467

masses above a few hundred GeV/c

2 [16, 17]. As468

the luminosity in the LHC Run II rapidly accumu-469

lates, it is expected that the sensitivity of ATLAS470

and CMS will remain competitive with existing or471

planned direct dark matter search experiments for472

very low (< 10GeV/c

2) WIMP masses and provide473

powerful constraints for many classes of dark mat-474

ter interactions for high WIMP masses. The WIMP475

mass coverage and interaction sensitivity of LHC476

searches are often complementary to those of direct477

dark matter searches.478

Indirect searches for dark matter annihilation479

products are prompted by models in which the480

dark matter particles can interact with one an-481

other, converting their rest mass into ordinary par-482

ticles. Searches have included neutrinos, antipro-483

tons, positrons and �-rays from a variety of astro-484

physical sources expected to harbor gravitationally485

confined populations of dark matter particles. No-486

tably, data from the PAMELA satellite-borne ex-487

periment show a positron excess in the cosmic rays488

with dark matter annihilation suggested as a pos-489

sible cause [18]. The Alpha Magnetic Spectrom-490

eter (AMS) measurements of the primary cosmic-491

ray electron and positron fluxes each require more492

than a single power-law spectrum to be correctly493

described [19], and while this constrains certain494

dark matter annihilation channels, it still leaves vi-495

able some dark matter decay channels [20]. The496

Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) is an imaging497

high-energy �-ray telescope ranging from 20MeV498

to 300GeV and has shown an emission from the499

Galactic center that cannot be fully described by500

background models [21]. This emission has been501

suggested to be the result of dark matter annihi-502

lation at the Galactic center (see Ref. [21] and refer-503

ences cited therein). The Cherenkov Telescope Ar-504

ray (CTA), which passed the first phase of its Criti-505

cal Design Review in 2015 and is to be constructed506

during 2018-2023 would be sensitive to high energy507

photons from the inner Milky Way and dwarf galax-508

ies due to thermally annihilating dark matter par-509

ticles up to 10TeV/c

2 in mass [22]. Annihilation510

of low-mass WIMPs (down to 5GeV/c

2) in the Sun511

and the galactic center would be detectable with the512

PINGU extension to ICECUBE [23], if it is funded.513

Indirect astrophysical searches can reach high sensi-514

tivity for annihilating dark matter particles. They515

have the advantage of associating any signals with516

cosmic accumulations of dark matter, but are sub-517

ject to the kind of model uncertainties inherent to518

astrophysical observations.519

A great variety of direct dark matter searches, uti-520

lizing di↵erent technologies, have been running in521

recent years and are planned for the future. These522
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dark matter particles, it is important for direct and575

indirect detection to reach new levels of sensitivity,576

improving current sensitivity levels by a few orders577

of magnitude. The complementarity between the578

two strategies will play a crucial role. For the direct-579

detection searches, the ability to build experiments580

able to operate in a background-free mode will be581

crucial for a possible discovery of dark matter.582

n this spirit, in April 2015 the DarkSide Col-583

laboration submitted a Letter of Intent at Gran584

Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) for a long term585

program of dark matter searches comprising the586

DarkSide-20k and Argo experiments, which could587

cover the entire region of potential discovery at588

high (above a few hundred GeV/c

2) masses with589

background-free exposures of 100 t yr and 1000 t yr,590

respectively.591

In December 2015, the DarkSide Collaboration592

submitted to Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucle-593

are (INFN) and to the National Science Foun-594

dation (NSF) a proposal for the funding of the595

DarkSide-20k experiment (Consideration for the596

Argo experiment is not on the table at this time).597

The DarkSide-20k experiment aims at a significant598

improvement - a factor better than 300 with re-599

spect to the recent LUX result [46] - in the sensi-600

tivity for the direct detection of WIMPs in the mass601

range above a few hundred GeV/c

2. We proposed602

to achieve this goal with a liquid argon time projec-603

tion chamber (LAr TPC) experiment with an active604

(fiducial) mass of 23 t (20 t), for a total exposure of605

100 t yr to be accumulated in a run of 5 yr.606

The proposal to INFN and the NSF was re-607

viewed by a joint review panel in March 2016. In608

March 2016, the NSF proposal was also reviewed by609

the NSF Particle Astrophysics ranking panel, earn-610

ing a rating of “Excellent” in both merit categories,611

“Intellectual Merit” and “Broader Impact”. Follow-612

ing presentations at the April 2015, October 2015,613

and April 2016 LNGS Scientific Committee meet-614

ings, the LNGS Scientific Committee directed the615

DarkSide Collaboration to prepare and submit a de-616

tailed Technical Proposal (this document), to allow617

a more detailed review. Detailed reviews of bud-618

get and schedule, led by INFN and the NSF, are619

currently under way to satisfy the recommendation620

received in March 2016 by the joint INFN and NSF621

review panel.622

II. THE ROLE OF A ZERO-BACKGROUND623

EXPERIMENT IN THE DISCOVERY OF624

DARK MATTER625

Inspiration, plots, arguments (and, at times, even626

portions of text) for this section are taken from627

Ref. [66].628

The goal of a DarkSide-20k and Argo is to discover629

dark matter and, with dark matter interactions very630

rare, it is of essence to contain the background, so631

that a positive claim can be made with as few events632

as possible. As we shall see below, even a low but633

non-zero background rate can render overwhelming634

the task of providing a easily overwhelm the event635

rate expected from a dark matter search.636

Before going into the details of how backgrounds637

a↵ect sensitivity in more detail, it is first important638

to draw a firm distinction: it is statistically much639

easier to exclude a region of parameter space than it640

is to make a detection. Typically exclusion relies on641

the standard of 90% likelihood, while a positive de-642

tection requires a 5� standard: this is equivalent to643

say that, once built a reliable background model for644

the experiment, the observed signal has a probabil-645

ity of 3⇥ 10�7 of being an artifact due to statistical646

fluctuations of the background. A signal 3� above647

the null hypothesis has a probability of 10�3, and is648

generally referred to as “evidence”, while a 1� devi-649

ation, with a probability of 0.16, is “uninteresting”.650

Let’s consider the probability distribution func-651

tion:652

P (n) =

Z 1

0

1p
2⇡�2

e

� x�µ

� ⇥ x

n

e

�x

n!
dx (1)

where we require n, the number of observed653

events, to be an integer. The first two factors un-654

der the integral are a Gaussian distribution centered655

around the expected number of background events µ656

with the expected standard deviation of background657

events �. The last factor under the integral indi-658

cates the probability of observing n events given659

our expectation of x. The product of the three660

factors is therefore the probability that the model661

should have predicted x background events and that662

a model with x background events sees n; integrat-663

ing over all x tells us the probability of observing n664

events. For a given requirement on our p-value (e.g.,665

3⇥ 10�7, corresponding to 5�), we can then calcu-666

late the probability of seeing n or more background667

events given our model by integrating
R1
n0

P (n)dn.668

Finding the value of n

0

for which this integral is669

closest to the requisite p-value gives the number of670

WIMP-like events needed.671

Fig. 2 and 3 and shows the number of WIMP-672

like events an experiment would need to see in or-673

der to reject the null hypothesis to 1�, 1�, and674

1� as a function of the number of expected back-675

grounds when the background model predicts the676

background with 100%, 100%, and 1% uncertainty.677

As is evident from the plot, there is fairly little678

di↵erence between 10% and 1% uncertainty be-679
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FIG. 2. Number of dark matter-like events needed to claim a WIMP observation to (top) 5� level, (center) 3�
level, and (bottom) 1� level, based on the predicted background rate of the experiment, in a linear-linear scale.
Solid lines show the number of dark matter-like events needed, including backgrounds, while dashed lines show the
number of dark matter events after subtraction of the expected background. Blue, green, and purple curves were
made assuming uncertainty on the background model of 100%, 10%, and 1%, respectively.
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cause when the uncertainty in the model gets small680

enough, the Poisson fluctuations begin to dominate681

the statistics. When the model predicts 0 or 0.1682

background events, a single WIMP-like event is sta-683

tistically significant enough to claim a detection.684

However, if an experiment expects to see even one685

background event, the number of WIMP-like events686

needed for a discovery goes up to 10 to 15, depending687

on the uncertainty in the background model. This688

means that in order to claim a detection, a dark mat-689

ter experiment expecting 1 background will need 10690

times more WIMP interactions to claim a detection691

than a background free experiment would expect.692

Holding all other things equal, this constitutes an693

order of magnitude di↵erence in discovery ability.694

The requirement becomes prohibitive if the expected695

backgrounds reach above 10.696

From the reckoning of the plots in697

Fig. fig:Discovery-SigmaLog, we conclude that698

it is necessary, for both DarkSide-20k and Argo, to699

define a strict requirement of <0.1 events and to700

comply with it.701

III. THE CASE FOR DARKSIDE-20K: A702

BACKGROUND-FREE DARK MATTER703

SEARCH704

Among the variety of detector technologies, no-705

ble liquid Time Projection Chambers (TPCs), which706

detect both the scintillation light and the ionization707

electrons produced by recoiling nuclei, have signif-708

icant advantages for direct dark matter searches.709

For Liquid Argon (LAr), the powerful discrimination710

against background in the time-development of the711

primary scintillation signal (Pulse-Shape Discrimi-712

nation or PSD), the precise determination of event713

positions in all three dimensions given by the TPC,714

and the e↵ectiveness of chemical and cryogenic pu-715

rification of the argon have all been demonstrated716

(see Refs. [62, 67] and references cited therein). The717

specific goal of searching for and discovering high-718

mass dark matter particles allows the search to be719

concentrated in the range of recoil energies from720

30 keV
nr

to 200 keV
nr

. In this region, argon detec-721

tors outperform other technologies with their out-722

standing �/� background rejection, as first pointed723

out by Boulay and Hime [68] and verified at LNGS724

by WArP [61] and DarkSide-50 [62].725

The DarkSide Collaboration has published726

background-free WIMP search results (i.e., less727

than <0.1 events expected and no observed728

events in the search region) from an expo-729

sure of (1422± 67) kg day with atmospheric730

argon (AAr) [62] and from a separate exposure731

of (2616± 43) kg day with underground argon732

(UAr) [63]. The combination of the AAr and UAr733

results, as discussed below, leads to the expectation734

that a background-free result can also be obtained735

from a much larger exposure with a multi-tonne736

detector. This ability to be background-free is an737

absolute necessity for a discovery experiment, which738

may be operating at the limits of its sensitivity and739

thus searching for a signal of one or a few events.740

On this basis, an enlarged DarkSide Collaboration741

proposes the construction of DarkSide-20k, a direct742

WIMP search using a LAr TPC with an active (fidu-743

cial) mass of 23 t (20 t) of depleted argon (DAr). As744

shown in Fig. 4, the DarkSide-20k TPC will be de-745

ployed within a newly constructed Liquid Scintilla-746

tor Veto (LSV) and Water Cherenkov Veto (WCV),747

all sited underground at LNGS. DarkSide-20k will748

be a detector with ultra-low background levels and749

the ability to measure its backgrounds in situ. It is750

designed to achieve a background-free exposure of751

100 t yr accumulated during a run of 5 yr, giving a752

sensitivity to WIMP-nucleon interaction cross sec-753

tions of 1⇥ 10�47 cm2 (1⇥ 10�46 cm2) for WIMPs754

of 1TeV/c

2 (10TeV/c

2) mass. This is a factor of 300755

improvement over the corresponding currently pub-756

lished limits, and covers a large fraction of the mass-757

cross section parameter space currently preferred by758

supersymmetric theories.759

The ability to identify, measure, and reject back-760

ground will ultimately define the sensitivity of direct761

dark matter searches. Based on the background re-762

jection techniques developed for and demonstrated763

with DarkSide-50, the proposed DarkSide-20k ex-764

periment will be in a position to lead the explo-765

ration of the range of WIMP masses and cross sec-766

tion stated above (see Fig. 1). The sensitivity of767

DarkSide-20k compares favorably with the sensitiv-768

ity of other projects that will start data taking be-769

fore 2020, as shown in Table I. The proposed detec-770

tor can be built and brought into operation within 6771

years from its formal approval and release of funding.772

DarkSide-20k could thus become the most sensitive773

high-mass dark matter experiment to be taking data774

early in the next decade.775

In the longer term, the aim of the DarkSide col-776

laboration is to develop a path towards a dark mat-777

ter detector to be built and operated at LNGS with778

a 300 t (200 t) active (fiducial) mass of DAr. For779

now, this ultimate experiment is called Argo. No780

explicit support is requested for Argo with this pro-781

posal; however, a successful DarkSide-20k program782

would represent a fundamental milestone toward the783

realization of Argo. Argo is conceived to accumulate784

an exposure of 1000 t yr, free of background other785

than that induced by coherent scattering of neutri-786

nos, and thus be sensitive to dark matter cross sec-787

tions below the “neutrino floor”.788
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TABLE I. Comparison of sensitivity for current dark matter experiments leading the search for high mass WIMPs
and of future approved and proposed experiments.

Experiment Target Exposure/[t yr] �/[cm2] @1TeV/c

2

�/[cm2] @10TeV/c

2 Reference
DarkSide-50 Ar 0.011 9⇥ 10�44 8⇥ 10�43 [63]
XENON-100 Xe 0.021 2⇥ 10�44 2⇥ 10�43 [44]
LUX Xe 0.092 2⇥ 10�45 2⇥ 10�44 [47]
ArDM Ar 1.5 8⇥ 10�45 7⇥ 10�44 [55–57]
DEAP-3600 Ar 3.0 5⇥ 10�46 5⇥ 10�45 [59]
XENON1T Xe 2 1⇥ 10�46 1⇥ 10�45 [51]
LZ Xe 15 3⇥ 10�47 3⇥ 10�46 [52, 53]
XENONnT Xe 20 2⇥ 10�47 2⇥ 10�46 [54]
DarkSide-20k DAr 100 9⇥ 10�48 9⇥ 10�47 this document
1 ⌫-induced
nuclear recoil

Xe
Ar

300
400

2⇥ 10�48 2⇥ 10�47 [10]

Argo DAr 1000 9⇥ 10�49 9⇥ 10�48 this document

As well as providing the most sensitive WIMP789

search, Argo would carry out an ambitious pro-790

gram of precision measurements on low energy solar791

neutrinos (7Be, pep, and CNO neutrinos) through792

neutrino-electron elastic scattering [69]. LAr has a793

scintillation light yield ten times larger than that of794

the organic liquid scintillator target used for solar795

neutrino spectroscopy in Borexino [70], resulting in796

much better energy resolution. Currently, Borexino797

provides the most sensitive measurement of the low798

energy solar neutrino spectra, but is still unable to799

measure the CNO neutrinos. The higher energy res-800

olution and tighter control of surface backgrounds801

could make a precision measurement of the CNO802

neutrino flux possible in Argo [69]. The use of the803

two-phase argon technology allows for a sharp defini-804

tion of the fiducial volume, significantly reducing the805

systematic error that dominates the measurement of806

7Be neutrinos in Borexino [69]. The anticipated pre-807

cision of the rates are 2% for 7Be, 10% for pep, and808

15% for CNO neutrinos.809

The low recoil energies and cross sections tar-810

geted with DarkSide-20k, and then Argo, repre-811

sent an enormous experimental challenge, especially812

in the face of daunting backgrounds from electron813

recoil interactions and from neutrons that mimic814

the nuclear recoil signature of WIMPs. To meet815

its challenge, DarkSide-20k will exploit the auxil-816

iary facilities, including radon-free clean rooms, al-817

ready built at LNGS as part of the DarkSide pro-818

gram. The DarkSide-20k cryostat will be placed in-819

side a 8.0m diameter stainless steel sphere filled with820

boron-loaded liquid scintillator, serving as an active821

neutron veto (LSV), which in turn will sit inside a822

newly constructed 15m diameter 16m tall stainless823

steel tank, filled with ultrapure water, functioning824

as an active muon veto (WCV). The DarkSide-20k825

LAr TPC will be instrumented with Silicon Photo-826

Multipliers (SiPMs) as photosensors. To provide the827

DAr fill for DarkSide-20k, the DarkSide Collabo-828

ration is already establishing, through the Urania829

and Aria projects, the entire chain of extraction,830

purification, depletion, transport, and storage of831

low-radioactivity argon at the multi-tonne level. In832

short, DarkSide-20k will perform the most sensitive833

search for dark matter yet proposed and will also834

provide a convincing foundation for a 100 t-scale de-835

tector.836

In order to deliver a background-free result,837

(<0.1 events in the 100 t yr exposure), DarkSide-20k838

must be built with the following backgrounds in839

mind:840

Neutron-induced Nuclear Recoils841

Since individual elastic neutron scatters are es-842

sentially indistinguishable from elastic WIMP scat-843

ters, background from all sources of neutrons must844

be reduced well below the <0.1 events level. The845

main system that allows this is a highly e�cient846

neutron veto system designed for DarkSide-20k, sim-847

ilar to that used in DarkSide-50, which drew from848

the design of Borexino solar neutrino detector. Di-849

rect measurements of the cosmogenic backgrounds850

in Borexino and comparison with Monte Carlo sim-851

ulations [71, 72] lead to the expectation that cos-852

mogenic neutron backgrounds in the DarkSide-20k853

experiment can be kept below the <0.1 events re-854

quirement by using veto signals from the LSV and855

WCV.856

Background due to radiogenic neutrons from857

(↵,n) and fission decays in the construction ma-858

terials of the LAr TPC must also be suppressed859

to below <0.1 events in the 100 t yr exposure. In860

DarkSide-20k, the rate of neutrons entering the de-861

tector will be reduced by using radiopure silicon-862

based photosensors and careful screening and selec-863

tion of construction materials. Any residual neutron864
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FIG. 3. Number of dark matter-like events needed to claim a WIMP observation to (top) 5� level, (center) 3�
level, and (bottom) 1� level, based on the predicted background rate of the experiment, in a log-log scale. Solid
lines show the number of dark matter-like events needed, including backgrounds. Blue, green, and purple curves were
made assuming uncertainty on the background model of 100%, 10%, and 1%, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Cross sectional view of the DarkSide-20k experiment through its center plane, showing the water tank and
the WCV detector, the stainless steel sphere and LSV detector, and the DarkSide-20k cryostat and LAr TPC.

rate will be measured and e�ciently rejected using865

the LSV. The sub-centimeter position resolution of866

the LAr TPC [62] also helps reducing background867

from radiogenic neutrons by fiducialization and re-868

jecting events with multiple-sited energy deposition.869

Electron Recoils870

For electron recoils, the successful strategy devel-871

oped in DarkSide-50 was to reduce the raw rates by872

stringent materials screening and selection, then to873

suppress the remaining events by analysis cuts (fidu-874

cial volume, multiple-site energy deposition, etc.),875

and finally to apply PSD to identify residual elec-876

tron recoil background events. The energy region877

of interest (ROI) for the WIMP search is 30 keV
nr

878

to 200 keV
nr

(50PE to 460PE), roughly equiva-879

lent to 7 keV
ee

to 50 keV
ee

. Given the e↵ective-880

ness of self-shielding and fiducial cuts against exter-881

nal backgrounds for large detectors, the most im-882

portant sources of electron recoil background for883

DarkSide-20k (and Argo) are those uniformly dis-884

tributed throughout the fiducial volume and those885

which come from radioactive decays within the de-886

tector materials. These include decays of radioactive887

nuclides in the noble liquid target material itself, and888

electron scatters induced by solar neutrinos. Based889

on results from the DarkSide-50 experiment and890

Monte Carlo simulations, it has been demonstrated891

that these internal backgrounds in DarkSide-20k op-892

erated with a low-radioactivity argon target can be893

held to below the required level in a 100 t yr expo-894

sure. The crucial sources of electron recoil back-895

ground are:896

Solar Neutrino-induced Electron Scatters:897

Electron scatters from pp neutrinos within the898

DarkSide-20k energy ROI occur at a rate of899

200 events/(t yr), giving 2.0⇥ 104 events in the900

100 t yr exposure. The �/� rejection power901

demonstrated with DarkSide-50 in its AAr902

run [62] was better than one part in 1.5⇥ 107,903

more than su�cient to reject this pp neutrino904

background in the DarkSide-20k exposure. This905

1
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would also hold true for the 1000 t yr exposure906

planned for Argo.907

238
U,

232
Th, and Daughters:908

The radioactive noble element radon may enter909

and dissolve in the LAr after being produced in910

the 238U and 232Th decay chains. The most im-911

portant background contribution comes from �912

decays of the radon daughters whose spectra fall913

partly within the DarkSide-20k energy ROI. The914

222Rn specific activity in DarkSide-50 was mea-915

sured to be below 2µBq/kg. The 222Rn concentra-916

tion in DarkSide-20k is expected to be much lower917

than the upper limit obtained for DarkSide-50918

due to the reduction in the surface-to-volume919

ratio. However, even if the 222Rn contamina-920

tion were at the DarkSide-50 upper limit, only921

1000 events/(t yr) from 214Pb � decays would be922

expected in the DarkSide-20k energy ROI, giv-923

ing 1.0⇥ 105 events in the total 100 t yr exposure.924

Once again the �/� rejection power demonstrated925

with DarkSide-50 in its AAr run [62], better than926

one part in 1.5⇥ 107, is more than su�cient to ex-927

clude this source of background from the WIMP928

search region at the level required for a back-929

ground free DarkSide-20k result.930

39
Ar:931

DarkSide-50 accumulated an exposure of932

(1422± 67) kg day with AAr (39Ar specific933

activity: 1Bq/kg), followed by an exposure934

of (2616± 43) kg day with UAr (39Ar specific935

activity: (0.73± 0.11)mBq/kg). Both cam-936

paigns provided background-free results. A937

UAr exposure of 5.5 t yr would thus contain938

the same number of 39Ar events as the AAr939

run of DarkSide-50. Therefore, the results of940

DarkSide-50 already demonstrate that a UAr941

exposure of 5.5 t yr would be expected to remain942

free of 39Ar background in the WIMP search943

region. The improved photoelectron yield from944

the use of SiPMs will improve the statistical945

power of the pulse shape analysis and strengthen946

the �/� rejection in DarkSide-20k relative to947

DarkSide-50. Further reduction of this back-948

ground will be provided by isotope separation949

with the Aria facility (see Sec. V) to reduce the950

39Ar activity.951

85
Kr:952

Recent data from DarkSide-50 show that the953

UAr fill contains 85Kr at a specific activity of954

(2.05± 0.13)mBq/kg, comparable to the 39Ar ac-955

tivity just discussed. The 85Kr in UAr comes ei-956

ther from atmospheric leaks during the collection957

and purification, or from deep underground nat-958

ural fission processes. No attempt was made to959

remove Kr from the UAr for the DarkSide-50 tar-960

get simply because the presence of 85Kr was not961

expected at the time of purification. Kr in Xe has962

been reduced by a factor ⇠1000 per pass by cryo-963

genic distillation [73], which should be even better964

for Ar. For the DarkSide-20k target, calculations965

show that the Aria cryogenic distillation column966

can reduce 85Kr by a similar factor of more than967

103 per pass, making this source of contamination968

in DarkSide-20k negligible.969

Surface Backgrounds970

Surface recoils occur when a radioisotope decays971

on the interior surface of the detector. During the972

decay, it may eject an alpha particle toward the wall973

and recoil into the active argon volume, producing974

a nuclear recoil signal. In DarkSide-50, a surface re-975

coil rate of 0.8mBq was observed. All the surface976

events were rejected through the use of fiducial cuts,977

specifically a drift time cut. No radial fiducial cut978

was needed, due to a reduced charge collection e�-979

ciency along the side wall preventing the events from980

passing the required S2 cuts, and to a much lower981

rate of surface events on the side wall relative to the982

top and bottom.983

In addition, current research by DarkSide collabo-984

rators with the TPB wavelength shifter at Princeton985

University (publication forthcoming) shows a long-986

lived signal associated with surface nuclear recoils987

that is not present in bulk nuclear recoils. The long988

data acquisition windows used by DarkSide-20k will989

be capable of capturing theses signals and discrim-990

inating them. For this reason, and with the in-991

clusion of fiducial volume cuts, the surface recoils992

are therefore not expected to pose a background for993

DarkSide-20k.994

IV. DARKSIDE-20K PROJECT OVERVIEW995

The design of DarkSide-20k is based on the suc-996

cessful experience of the DarkSide Collaboration997

in constructing, commissioning, and operating in998

a background-free mode the DarkSide-50 detector.999

The DarkSide-20k TPC will be deployed in in the1000

underground Hall C at LNGS within a newly con-1001

structed LSV and WCV, see Fig. ??, an expanded1002

version of the DarkSide-50 setup. Here, we introduce1003

some of the new features of DarkSide-20k that will1004

be described in detail in later chapters, and outline1005

the rest of the proposal.1006

A. The LAr TPC1007

The DarkSide-20k LAr TPC, the production of its1008

depleted argon (DAr) target, its SiPM photosensors,1009

1
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